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Abstract
Having the company Glovo as case-study, the present paper discusses the circumstances under which
self-exploitation unfolds among platform delivery workers. Its managerial discourses, organization of
the work process through an algorithm, and workers’ strategies to successfully make a living wage of
their job are critically analyzed against the backdrop of a new theoretical model, in which precarity
stands as the motive, while post-disciplinary control mechanisms stand as the contextual opportunity
for the emergency of a set of self-exploitative behaviors and attitudes to emerge. Through a qualitative
approach, relying on interviews to different stakeholders (N=12), findings of this research highlight the
advent of work-related: economic investment, time dedication, physical exhaustion, uninformed
reasoning, and affective commitment, as manifestations of self-exploitation. This paper suggests that
the displacement of the locus of exploitation from an outer entity (the employer), to the workers’ inner
self constitutes yet another form of precarization of workers, who find themselves with no alternative
but to comply with their employer’s guidelines.
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1. Introduction
The advent of digital platform mediated work in the last decade has introduced new features

in the landscape of labor relations, by both creating new economic activities and reinventing

some already existing (Srnicek, 2016).

In some cases, the activities consist of handling data, while in others data is merely a tool for

the management of the work process. The current paper refers to the specific case of an

activity falling onto the latter category: platform delivery workers (hereafter, PDW).

Although every form of platform work activity is, mutatis mutandis, increasingly associated

with different shapes of precarity (De Groen et al, 2019), the case of the PDW deserves

particular attention, given the consistent growth it has been observing in recent years

(Hirschberg et al, 2016).

Having as starting point the seminal definition of precarity as a set of “insecurity

inducing-strategies” (Bourdieu, 1998), this paper explores in what ways this phenomenon

unfolds among the PDW. The current work’s originality lies not so much in the description of

the situation of the PDW per se, but rather on having the decodification of those strategies

against the backdrop of self-exploitation. By doing so, this paper sheds light on a broader shift

in our societies, where, to amplify its efficiency, power “seduces instead of forbidding” (Han,

2017)

Hence, this paper synecdochally looks at the situation of the workers of the Spanish-born, but

rather internationalized company Glovo, pursuing an answer to the question: Through which

ways do PDW become the primal agent of their own exploitation, voluntarily subjecting

themselves to indecent, sometimes hazardous working and employment conditions?

The complexity of this puzzle is tackled by putting foward a model that allows both an

understanding of self-exploitation’s emergence, and how it unfolds. This is done by

contrasting, on the one hand, how the company discursively frames itself and which work and

employment conditions it provides; and, on the other hand, how workers’ exposed to that

managerial framework are induced to incur in self-exploitative behaviors.

The analysis through which this research is conducted relies on a qualitative approach,

consisting mainly of interviews to PDW, as well as to other relevant stakeholders, such as a

member of Glovo’s management. Throughout the research period, a PDW’s social media

group have also been followed.

If there is an outstanding conclusion to be drawn from this research, that would be that the

post-disciplinary, algorithmic management exercised by Glovo constitutes a further

precarization of a workforce that, more often than not, lives at the doors of material
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deprivation. There is a clear and deliberate mismatch between the full-fledged autonomy

company discourse, and the PDW quasi-enslaving efforts to get hold of the (scarce) available

rewards, and to avoid sanctions - something which renders them the main agent of their own

exploitation.

This paper is organized as follows: next section is dedicated to theoretically frame

self-exploitation, bringing together pertinent strands of the existing literature and advancing a

model for the in-depth analysis of the phenomenon; Section 3 presents the essential

methodological aspects of the research; Section 4 discusses findings through the revisitation

of the afore established model; finally, the conclusion provides a summary of the critical

aspects unveiled by the paper, while simultaneously providing some possible avenues for

further researcher and for policy-makers to consider while addressing the situation of the

PDW.

2. Deconstructing the self-exploitation perfect storm
As it stands out, self-exploitation consists of the juxtaposition of two otherwise irreconcilable

concepts, after all, why would one exploit oneself?

In broad terms, the answer can be found in the Gramscian notion of hegemony, which shed

light on to the ideologic control devices envisaged by the ruling class (the bourgeoisie) to

fabricate the consent of the working class before its own exploitation (Gramsci, 1971).

Something which, despite the author’s focus on the coercive character of the capitalist

relations, Marx had already began to unveil, by pointing out how there are circumstances

which “enable[s] the capitalist to raise more easily the normal degree of intensity of labour”

given “the personal interest of the labourer to lengthen the working day, since with it his daily

or weekly wages rise” (Marx, 1996 [1867]).

In that sense, self-exploitation emerges as a control technique. In its framework, the

generation of surplus value by the worker and appropriated by the capitalist (the classical

Marxist notion of exploitation) is not the byproduct of the (explicit) coercion of the former by

the latter, but rather of the latter’s activation of the former’s will to generate wealth (which is

then partially seized in the form of surplus, by the latter).

Unsurprisingly, the advent of neoliberalism, an age when “the individual’s life itself (...) must

make him into a sort of permanent and multiple enterprise” (Foucault, 2010 [1979]) has stood

as the field par excellence for self-exploitation to eagerly spread. The current section is thus

dedicated to exploring how neoliberalism provided and matched the motive and contextual

opportunity that led the self-exploitation perfect storm to occur.
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A) Precarity as motive

It was Bourdieu (1998) who inaugurated the conceptualization of precarity, systematically

unveiling how “when unemployment rises to very high levels, (...) and when job insecurity

affects a very high proportion of the population, (...) work becomes a rare commodity, (...)

which puts employees at the mercy of employers”. Following these insights, a very large

scholarship, with various branches, has been developed. That of labor precarity, in particular,

has both looked at the phenomenon as a whole (e.g., Standing, 2011) and at specific cases

(e.g., Hann & Perry, 2018).

As it stands out, the working class of the 21st century experiences a complex myriad of forms

of insecurity related to the job (Armano, Bove & Murgia, 2017), inter alia, temporariness,

low wages, and denial of rights and/or obstacles to actually exercising them (Vives et al,

2015). The present stands as the “age of precarity” (Lazar & Sanchez, 2019), a time marked

by the “balcanization of the labour markets”, when the possibilities of vertical mobility

associated with career progress have been replaced by horizontal mobility, i.e., endless

circulation between a set of precarious, unqualified jobs (Calderón & Lopez Calle, 2010).

Unsurprisingly, the advances in the digitalization of work haven’t meant an inversion of this

trend. If anything, particularly in the last decade, the emergence of a far-reaching set of

activities that have digital run apps at their core has rendered the labor market an even further

savage place (Van Doorn, 2017).

In a highly influential work, Srnicek (2016) has designated this rising form of work as

“platform capitalism”1, thoroughly accounting for how it has amplified exploitation and

control over workers. Bringing together these accounts with Scholz’s (2017) regarding the

degree of precarity to which the platform-workforce is exposed, one can hardly differ

platform work “is neoliberalism on steroids” (Morozov, 2013).

This harsh assessment of platform work is, in many ways, confirmed by the recent work of

De Groen et al (2019), who provide a very thorough account on the situation lived by

platform workers. In all the four scrutinized dimensions2 the potential benefits of working as

a platform worker are largely surpassed by the actually existing drawbacks, corroborating

Berg’s (2016) accounts on how PDW are often exposed to complete uncertainty work

opportunities-wise (and, therefore, income-wise).

1 Interchangeably designated as: platform work, gig-economy, sharing-economy, on-demand
economy/work, crowdworking, crowdsourcing.
2 Employment, Work, Social Relations and Other.
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Following Bloom’s (2013) insights on how the never-ending pursuit of employability is a

decisive driver of self-exploitation in contemporary societies, the PDW’s concerns regarding

their contingent employability is likely to stand as a perfect motive for incurring in

self-exploitative behaviors.

B) Post-disciplinary mechanisms as contextual opportunity

The transition to a landscape of ubiquitous precarity is far from a stand-alone shift in the

broader societal scope. The once “disciplinary societies” (Foucault, 1975), in which the

hierarchy would - not only, but also in the workplace - enforce the existing system of power

relations through punishment and prohibition, were now seen as obstacles to the expansion of

productivity (Han, 2015).

In fact, this meant the departure from the disciplinary framework, to more sophisticated forms

of control3, which would produce the workforce’s compliance with its employer’s goals - not

through imposition, but rather through the development of “self-regulatory mechanisms”

(Andersen, 2007), hereafter named as post-disciplinary.

This new framework doesn’t stand in direct opposition to its predecessor. Instead, it enhances

it, by both optimizing and concealing the ways through which control is exercised.

Successfully accomplishing it occurs through the combination of two different, yet

intertwined axes.

The first is the “psychologization of work”, i.e. the process through which the work-related

conflicts are dragged from the social sphere to the individual sphere, rendering each worker

“moralmente autónomo y autodeterminado, independiente y responsable, gobernado

por la libre voluntad, esto es, un sujeto autogobernado.” (Crespo & Serrano, 2012)

This is the byproduct of a new managerial approach that presents work not as a means for

delivering tradable goods or services, but rather as an authoritarianism-free opportunity for

individual development (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2007).

The second axis revolves around the impact of the former in the labor process itself, in what

has been noted by Burawoy (1979) as a new form of control: autonomy (or, actually, the

illusion of it). An essential feature of the creation this illusion consists in “gamifying” the

work process by setting a series of individual goals. This disperses conflict, given that, instead

of jointly exerting vertical pressure/defiance, workers become fully immersed in the

3 While the notion of control may refer to a broader ideological scope, it is hereby addressed merely as
within the labor process, i.e. who decides on: the work pace and the time worked; the attribution of
tasks within the work process; where will those tasks be performed (Tilly & Tilly, 1998).
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attainment of each one’s individual goals, focusing almost exclusively in the competition

among peers.

Over the last decades, workers’ autonomy has been growing, but rather than empowering

them, this process has expanded employers’ control (Kallerberg, 2009), and rendered workers

more dependent by reducing their bargaining power (Rolle, 2003). This, in turn, contributed

to the worsening of working conditions (Husson, 2006).

Indeed, the powerful technological developments of our age have allowed for the further

deepening of the post-disciplinary nature of management, particularly - but far from

exclusively - in the case of platform work. A decisive contribution for this stems from the

emergence of the so-called “algorithmic management” (Lee et al, 2015), i.e. an integrated

digital mechanism that ensures the assignment of tasks among the labor force.

Technology thus emerges not as a form of control on its own, but rather as a mirror of the

social relations it embodies (Moore et al, 2018). Under these circumstances, it is a prime tool

for capital to imbalance to its advantage the “double-indeterminacy of labor” (Smith, 2006),

ensuring control over a workforce that could otherwise not be willing to invest its labor power

in a process in which high levels of exploitation and uncertainty are observed. As noted by

Kallerberg (2011) in a different context, the main determinant of work’s coordinates (time,

effort, pace, etc.) are then dictated by the market demand, rather than by workers’ free

reasoning supply.

The absence of human (visible) interference in the decision-making process allows

managerial control to be perceived as computational and, thus, non-biased towards the boss or

the employee (Gillespie, 2013). Something which becomes even more important given that

management through an algorithm offers the possibility of incorporating mechanisms of

surveillance (Leonardi et al, 2019) and monitorization of the work performance (Griesbach et

al, 2019), while preserving both the gamified approach (Gandini, 2019) and the appearance of

workers’ freedom to make relevant choices (Veen et al, 2019).

Revisiting labor management jargon, one may argue that, after reinvention, the “carrots and

sticks’” (e.g. Leonard, 1987) approach is alive and kicking. According to its standard version,

employers distribute carrots (rewards: money, promotions, etc.) to workers when the latter

attain the former’s goals; conversely, those who, for ineficiency or defiance, don’t comply

with the employers’ strategies see the stick (sanctions: demotions, dismissals, etc). In contrast,

the post-disciplinary framework relies on rendering invisible the employer’s role: accessing

the carrots and avoiding the sticks depends solely on each worker’s individual reasoning,

ability and effort to do so - both rewards and sanctions depend exclusively on the

performance of each worker.
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Hence, post-disciplinary control mechanisms may provide the contextual opportunity for

self-exploitation to emerge.

C) Making sense of self-exploitation

Few authors have explored self-exploitation from a sociological perspective4, which

contributes to make this an underexplored phenomenon at both theoretical and empirical level.

This paper attempts to address both these gaps.

Theoretical-wise, it’s possible to assume that, as illustrated in Figure 1, there are always two

sides in self-exploitation: (i) employers - who provide motive and context - and (ii) workers -

whose efforts to attain more autonomy ends up ensuring the accumulation of (additional)

surplus value by their employer, without ever allowing for any substantial decrease of

dependence. Insofar as stating this may represent per se a theoretical step forward vis-a-vis

the existing literature, the true gap lies in pursuing an explanation for how workers become

the agent of their own exploitation.

Figure 1: The self-exploitation outline; own design.

The attainment of such a theoretical answer requires a dialogue with the empirical side of this

matter. Here the literature is slightly richer, providing accounts that self-exploited workers: (i)

invest in tools/means for optimizing the work process (Lopez-Calle, 2016) and (ii) envision

mental and physical strategies to outsmart control mechanisms (Bloom, 2013). As part of the

pursuit of theoretical clarity, the second gap that stands out - and which is also hereby

4 Gabriel (1990) and Atherton, Wu and Wu (2018) focus their respective researches on entrepreneurs
and dependent self-employed workers. López-Calle (2016) looks at the situation of truck drivers who
are also dependent self-employed. Brienza (2016) explores traces of self-exploitation in workers of arts
and of academia.
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addressed from the unexplored angle of the PDW - consists of enriching the list of

self-exploitative manifestations.

3. Methodology
Researching self-exploitation among PDW was accomplished through a case study. The

scarcity of research literature disclosing practical features of post-disciplinary frameworks

called for a comprehensive and context-sensitive analysis that would allow the identification

of the existing causal mechanisms - something which rendered the case study as the most

suitable research strategy (Yin, 2003).

Case justification

Glovo is a multi-product delivery digital platform. It provides to its users/clients the

possibility to have virtually any good (which volume doesn’t exceed the company’s

standardized backpack) delivered at the direction of their preference, either through ordering

one of the products made available by the platform (mainly food and groceries) or through the

transport of one given good from one direction to another. Per se, Glovo doesn’t materially

produce anything. Instead, through its digital app, it ensures the liason between the users, the

sellers and the Glovers (the workers ensuring the transportation, which, in Spain alone, are

approximately 7000).

At first glance, when compared to other companies of the sort (Deliveroo, Foodora, UberEats,

etc.), the differences between them and Glovo are notoriously scarce (Griesbach et al., 2019;

Ivanova et al., 2018), allowing the present findings to add to the existing knowledge on these

other firms. Nonetheless, having Glovo as research object has two additional advantages: i) no

other research has looked at Glovo from this paper’s angle; ii) more importantly, although it is

not the only one having a score system visible to workers (UberEats does too), the complexity

of Glovo’s gamification of the work process and its clear link with the very possibility to

work stand as an unprecedented combination of precarity with post-disciplinary control

mechanisms - something which promised to render Glovo a particularly fertile ground for

self-exploitative behaviors to emerge.

Research design

Self-exploitation constitutes a counterintuitive and complex phenomenon. Fully grasping it is

anything but straightforward, so three units of analysis were established: i) the company’s

discourse; ii) the algorithmic management techniques; iii) the workers’ behaviors to meet the

imperatives of the work process. The first unit of analysis stands as a narrative plentiful of

incentives, and the second unfolds a reality in which the threats of sanctions are omnipresent,
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the former is considered the “carrot” and the latter the “stick” of the aforementioned metaphor.

Finally, the third unit of analysis accounts for the strategies developed by workers to make a

living of working for a company with a work process so complex as that of Glovo - in other

words, this sections looks at workers’ self-exploitative behaviors..

This allowed the contrasting of Glovo’s discourses with its actual praxis as employer, which,

in turn, offered the contextual information for the interpretation of workers accounts

regarding their self-exploitative behaviors. Having the different angles on the same issue

confirmed Mason’s (2002) promises that different perspectives on the same issue would bring

about further light on a constellation of important aspects.

A substantial part of the research - that took place throughout the first semester of 2020 -

relied on semi-structured interviews of relevant stakeholders. This was complemented by

critically viewing of one of the induction videos of Glovo (the only one of public access5),

and joining and accompanying the interactions of the WhatsApp group Riders Barcelona.

Ten PDW, one Glovo management representative (GMR) and one representative of a

proto-trade union of PDW (Riders x Derechos) were interviewed. All interviews were

semi-structured, with each of the bodies having a script of their own. On average, interviews

lasted for 42 minutes, and run by video-call. All interviews were recorded having the

informed consent of the interviewees that the disclosure of the information retrieved would be

confidential and anonymized.

The pool of interviews was varied enough to allow this paper to have internal validity: within

the constellation of Glovers interviewed a combination of relevant characteristics was attained

- hereafter described and codified for a smoother understanding in the following section. Out

of the 10 interviewees: 7 were men (M). 3 were women (W) (mirroring somehow the reality

of an activity known to be male-dominated); 8 were full-timers (FT), 2 were students (ST)

trying to balance studies and work; 7 were exclusively working for Glovo (EX), 3 had

side-gigs (N-EX) (2 of them, other delivery platforms); 6 were undocumented (at least for

working purposes) migrants (UN-DOC), 4 were fully documented citizens (DOC) (2 migrant,

2 native Spaniards).

The strategies to reach the pool of interviewees consisted of assembling contacts from

different sources through snowball sampling. The sample’s number of interviewees was

determined, first and foremost, by the pursuit to address all characteristics which combination

could unveil different mechanisms of self-exploitation among PDW (exposed in the previous

paragraph). After the tenth PDW interview, the “saturation point” (Small, 2009) had been

5 The video can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6ptOkLG5Zo
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reached: new interviews were not bringing up new relevant information on self-exploitative

attitudes or behaviors. Having ensured the sample’s heterogeneity, no further interviews were

held.

Watching the publicly-available induction video before conducting the interviews allowed the

apprehension of some basic aspects related to the company’s discourse and the organization

of the work process in Glovo.

The last source of empirical material was the WhatsApp group. Although no interaction was

established with a group as a whole (only with individual members), participating in it

allowed familiarization with the PDW jargon, as well as an insight of some of the concerns of

the PDW over the second half of the research period.

Limitations

The contextual constraints - most notably the lockdown enforced for the majority of the

research period - dictated interviews had to be conducted via digital means of communication.

While this did not obstaculize the realization of any of the interviews per se, it is fair to

assume that the impossibility to meet interviewees in person prevented both the grasping of

unspoken signs, and the construction of a deeper rapport that could lead to having access to

further relevant information - confirming the accounts of Verd & Lozares (2016) on this

matter.

4. Carrots and sticks 2.0: Self-exploitation among Glovers
A) The autonomy carrot

The managerial discourse of Glovo is mainly structured around the advantages/incentives for

workers to join the ranks of the company. Even if different dimensions appear attached to it,

“autonomy” is Glovo’s carrot par excellence.

Interchangeably refered to as “auto-organización”, “independencia” or “libertad”, autonomy

stands as the company’s ideological backbone: whether it is the organization of the work

process, the formula for calculating worker’s income, or any other specific aspect of Glovo’s

life, it all starts and ends with autonomy.

Interestingly, Glovo’s careful word choice deservers reflection. Autonomy is a term which

allows for mildly different interpretations - what Lévi-Strauss (1950) designated as a “floating

signifier”. The following lines are thus dedicated to make sense of the term’s implicit

polisemy, exploring the pathways through which it evolves in different dimensions of Glovo’s

life as employer.
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I) “¡Tu eres tu propio jefe!”

First and foremost, autonomy is presented as absolute freedom: “¡Tu eres tu propio jefe!”

(induction video: 0’56; 3’50). This means workers are entitled to choose when and how many

hours to work. Accordingly, the choice regarding the working schedule occurs two times per

week: on Monday, Glovers sign-up for the hours they wish to work on the following Friday,

Saturday and Sunday; and on Thursdays, the procedure is similar for the remaining weekdays

of the following week.

II) Earning points to be free(er)

In order to define who gets to sign-up for working first, Glovo designed a system of points.

After the first fifty deliveries, the Glover has access to panel of points, in which different

dimensions of his/her work are assessed (Figure 2). The higher the score of a given worker

(up to a maximum of 100), the sooner he/she will be given the possibility to sign-up. In other

words, according to the company, the degree of comitment to the work - measured both in

quantitative and qualitative terms - is rewarded by increasing autonomy to set one’s timetable.

Figure 2: Glover’s score screenshot
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III) Opportunities to be grabbed

Despite this, according to GMR, whenever the demand from clients is higher than the

signed-up workforce is able to supply, the platform unlocks hours and notifies workers,

allowing them to sign-up and work. Vacant hours are “grabbed” on a first come, first served

basis. Again, this is presented as a possibility of autonomy: if the worker is free to take the

hours made available and wants to earn some money, he/she can do it irrespective of his/her

position in the global ranking.

IV) Pursuing one’s “interest”

Yet another piece of Glovo’s glorification of autonomy as freedom of the workforce relates to

the possibility to decline orders. Although, according to the company, workers may choose to

tap an option that automatically accepts all incoming orders (“auto-asignación”), “para hacer

tu dia a dia más fácil y aumentar tus ingresos” (induction video: 1’46), everyone is free not to

have this option turned on and accept orders only when he/she finds it in his/her “interest”.

V) Glovo as client, not as employer

The implicit polysemy of autonomy in Glovo’s discourse refers to the bound between the

company and the Glovers. The above described freedom to choose when and how much to

work is justified by Glovo as considering itself a client of free-lancing delivery workers, and

not as their employer:

“El trabajo autónomo (...) tiene clientes y, en nuestra opinión, nosotros somos un

cliente de ese trabajador autónomo, y somos una herramienta para generarle [sic]

ingresos. (...) No es un trabajo laboral donde tu tienes un horario fijo, donde tu

tienes que tener una exclusividad. (...). Entonces, al trabajar autonomo tú te

organizas y eliges que es lo mas adecuado para ti.” (GMR)

VI) "¡Organiza tus ingresos!”

As an intermediary, Glovo charges a fee for each order. A part of that fee is then used to pay

to the Glovers, which income is received per delivery made: the amount received depends on

the sum of a base fare plus a variable fare, which fluctuates according to the time spent and

the distance covered as part of each delivery (induction video: 2’50).

This means each worker’s income will depend on the amount of time he/she works; which

allows each worker to autonomously choose how many hours to work, thus not working more

than the hours corresponding to the money he/she wants to earn6.

6 Curiously enough, while the induction video directly states that “te puedes ganar hasta 1000€ al
mes” (3’52), GMR recurs to a polished approach declaring Glovers’ salaries are “competitivos” in a
“mundo de trabajo de tipo blue collar”, but never openly speaking of figures.
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The income-related autonomy is further reinforced by the fact that the formula through which

workers’ income is calculated is subject to bonuses on a set of occasions: during the “horas de

alta demanda”, on days when harsh weather conditions are observed, and on special occasions,

like the Father’s day. Whatever one delivery means in terms of income for the worker is then

multiplied by a value decided by the company’s management (ranging from 1.2 to 2.0). So, in

Glovo’s discourse, Glovers have the opportunity to “organize” their income (induction video:

3’46) - if they don’t want to work many hours, they may choose to work on those peak hours,

making more money in less time. This is further reinforced by the fact that retributions are

due not on a monthly basis, but every fortnight, allowing Glovers to have access the product

of their effort on more immediate way.

VI) Glovo for everyone!

According to the company, given the high degree of autonomy underlying the work process

organization, virtually anyone can work in Glovo. This stands for people looking for a

part-time job, such as students trying to cope with their expenses, or entrepreneurs launching

a new business and looking for extra income, as well as for people whose difficulties to find a

job drives them to take Glovo as a full-time occupation.

This is rendered altogether pretty smooth since there are no interviews or

complex/competitive processes for being admitted to Glovo. Provided one meets basic legal

requirements (being more than 18 years old and registered as self-employed in the Spanish

Social Security), and has the basic means for working (a smartphone and a vehicle of any

sort), clearance to work arrives within the 48 hours following the registration in the website.

B) The sticks

.The points’ system

As exposed above, the PDW’s possibility to work (and therefore, to make money) relies on

the number of points they have on the app’s score (Figure 2: a print screen of the score as

presented to each Glover). Simple and flexible as it sounds, things are actually more complex:

only some hours during the day will accommodate as many PDW as those willing to sign-up

for working - the so called “horas de alta demanda” or “horas diamante”, usually between 8

pm and 11 pm on weekdays, and meal times on weekends; the remaining periods have a

limited (undisclosed to the Glovers) number of vacant positions.

This is where the gamification of the work process starts. Although the inexistence of a public

ranking (each Glover only knows his/her points, and no one else’s) significantly lowers the

margin for explicit competition among workers, the system is obviously based on it. So, each

worker competes first and foremost against an ubiquitous ghost competitor, someone who is
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never really there, but might be achieving enough points to outrank them in the next

opportunity for signing-up for working hours.

The score of each Glover thus assumes a decisive dimension in his/her working life, so

complying with the criteria to earn points is where autonomy is displaced by dependence and

control. The following lines provide an outline of the different components of each worker’s

score and their respective traps:

I) “Horas de alta demanda”: 35% of the score refers to the percentage of “horas de alta

demanda” available that the worker has actually worked over the last 28 days. Workers are

free to choose whether they want to work on these hours or not. This freedom is, however,

two-fold constrained. On the one hand, a Glover with a low score will hardly have any other

hours available, so if he/she wants to earn a relevant income, there is no real choice but to

work in these periods set by the company. On the other hand, disregard his/her score, if a

Glover chooses not to work in these periods, points will be lost. This means the odds of

having available hours to work in the next signing-up moment will be lowered. Hence,

autonomy is voided of any significance: if workers don’t work the hours designated by the

platform they are sanctioned.

José (M/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “(...) un findesemana no, no quise trabajar con Glovo.

Pues ya sabia lo que iba a pasar, la calificación se iba a ir por el piso. (...) estaba en

como 92 y bajó a... 80... eso significa mucho, (...) con 80 puntos no te dan horas”

II) “Valoración”: 5% more of the total score refers to the assessment7 from the products’

sellers. Each set of 10 good assessments in a row counts as 1 point in the overall score (up to

a maximum of 5).

III) “Valoración de los clientes”: 15% of the total score refers to the assessment from clients.

For each 50 deliveries in a row with a positive evaluation, the worker obtains 3 points (up to a

maximum of 15). This means a Glover may have 49 orders assessed as good, but if reaching

the 50th - for some reason that goes beyond his/her control (orders in which something is

missing or misplaced, city traffic, bad weather, wrong directions, etc.) - he/she has a bad

review, instead of being left with the same score, he/she will actually lose 3 points.

Furthermore, even if a worker has reached the top of that category, and he/she has, say, 1000

orders with 100% good reviews, having a bad review in the 1001st order will reduce his/her

score in 3 points - these points can only be retrieved after a series of 50 orders in a row8. The

apparently meritocratic (although highly unbalanced) mechanism underlying the rating

7 The assessment attributed can only be either “good” or “bad”.
8 Mutatis mutandis, the same stands for the assessment from sellers.
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system allows Glovo’s to control workers’ efforts to ensure deliveries are made promptly and

having the product’s quality preserved at all times.

IV) “Eficiencia”: 35% of the total score refers to the number of hours worked out of those a

Glover had signed-up for working over the last 28 days. This seems a straightforward

criterion, but real-life renders things more complex.

Firstly, workers have to sign-up for the hours they intend to work several days in advance, not

knowing what will occur until then that may prevent them from working (a conflicting

appointment, a health issue, a technical problem with their equipment, unfavorable or

hazardous weather conditions). Although Glovo claims that workers may unregister from

hours without any consequences, several interviewees reported otherwise.

Álvaro (M/FT/N-EX/DOC): “una vez les dice, porque tenia problemas con la

bicicleta, y les dice, justificando, «Mira, es que se me rompió una rueda...» Y ese día

era un domingo, que tampoco no la puedo llevar a reparar... Y se me bajó la

punctuacion.”

Juan (M/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “Un día me pasó, porque iba a completar el turno a la

una y eran como las doce. Y yo estava muy cansado y quería irme para casa antes,

entonces escribi a Soporte, para dicirles que me retiraran pues la ultima hora,(...) y

eso inmediatamente me sancionó pues la calificación.”

Secondly, in Glovo

“no hay días normales (...), o sea, es un caos, no tienes horario, ni nada” (Daniel,

M/FT/N-EX/DOC),

something which, combined with the exhaustion derived from heavy workload, is pointed out

by interviewees as contributing to situations in which they simply forgot they had signed-up

for working - and this lowered their score.

Thirdly, despite Glovo’s discourse, workers aren’t free to take only the orders they want.

According to the interviewees, except for periods in which workforce supply is very low and

orders’ demand very high, failing to have the “auto-asignación” option on produces negative

consequences:

Daniel (M/FT/N-EX/DOC):“se te quitas la auto-asignación: 1) no te entra ningún

pedido, y 2) lo más habitual es que te hagan kick-out, o sea que te expulsen de la

hora”

Finally, workers don’t control the orders received at the time they chose to work in, which

may mean that, although they are available during the period they have signed-up to work,
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there are cases in which no orders are made. According to some workers this may negatively

impact their score, as the algorithm assumes they are inactive - something which cannot be

fully confirmed, given that - unlike other features of the score - there is no precise definition

by Glovo of what efficiency consists of.

V) “Antigüedad”: the last 10% refer to the number of deliveries a Glover has done since

he/she joined Glovo out of those set by the company as the threshold for antiquity. Insofar as

this might seem very straightforward, it’s again not the case. The “antiquity” threshold

increases from time to time, rendering it not only virtually impossible for a worker to reach

the totality of points, as also leading workers to have this category’s score actually reduced on

occasion.

In essence, the score system - backbone of Glovo’s algorithmic management - emerges as a

considerable obstacle for a consistent autonomy of the workforce to actually be fully exerted:

even in the unlikely event a worker punctually hits the top of the ranking, failing to comply

with any of the company’s criteria will necessarily reduce his/her score, thereby rendering

him/her less autonomous in the upcoming period.

Grabbing the “horas locas”

Several interviewees have pointed out the importance of the hours Glovo unlocks for

signing-up every now and then. Given workers’ impossibility to know when and how many

hours are made available through this mechanism each time the company activates it, they

call them “horas locas”.

Daniel (M/FT/N-EX/DOC): “en cualquier momento al azar (...), alguien en la

oficina de Glovo decide que hay que abrir mas esas horas. Entonces empiezan a

abrir horas al largo de toda la semana, horas sueltas, noches enteras, tornos

enteros... entre nosotros (...) nos avisamos: «horas locas, horas locas!» y vamos

corriendo a la aplicación”

Insofar as this may sound anarchic at first, it is everything but. Instead, it constitutes a

mechanism that allows the company to adjust the workforce available at any given moment.

The underlying information asymmetry of the process stands as an expression of the

company’s control over the aforementioned indeterminacy of labor power.

The income limbo

Provided the income earned by Glovers is totally dependent on the number of deliveries they

do, every fortnight poses itself as an enigma income-wise.
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Moreover, on the top of the basic/vital expenses, each worker has to cope with all the costs

associated with his/her activity. First, there are fixed costs: monthly taxes (most notably the

“cuota de autónomo”), accountancy expenses, and a fee for using the platform (that is in case

the Glover already owns a vehicle, otherwise investing in one is also necessary). Then, there

are costs deriving from the equipment’s erosion - unpredictable as to when they will occur

and how much they will be, but surely unavoidable sooner or later.

The pressure to make money is thus paramount. Something which is further reinforced by i)

the contingency regarding the available hours one will have the possibility to work and,

during those, how much money one will be able to actually make; and ii) the fact that the

income per order is low, leading several interviewees to say that 10€ per hour is the best case

scenario for income earned.

Ana (W/FT/EX/DOC): “(...) no saber con qué dinero vas a contar para los gastos,

para lo que necesitas, (...) te genera cierta preocupación y es algo que siempre esta

no? Pensando en cuantas horas tengo, cuánto podría hacer...”

This contingency was rendered all the more visible as, during the research period, Glovo

unilaterally decided to reduce the base fare per delivery, claiming it would provide more

frequent and worthy occasions when bonuses would be added.

Once again, the promised autonomy in Glovo’s discourse is voided, given its unattainability,

stemming from a reality of low and uncertain income experience by workers.

The spikes in the stick

According to several interviewees, Glovo directly punishes those agitating against it. Points

are subtracted from the score and accounts are closed of those publicly calling for protests

against the company’s management. Direct sanctions - poorly or not at all explained - suggest

that, beyond the partnership narrative, there is an imbalanced work relation.

Hence, the illusion of absence of discipline is yet again shattered, although more visibly this

time around. Glovers’ possibilities for collective agency range from scarce to none, for their

atomization is a sine qua non condition of the aforementioned psychologization of work and

of the broader post-disciplinary framework.

C) Self-exploitation’s full disclosure

Self-exploitative manifestations

I) Economic investment

Inasmuch as workers need to invest to replace equipment experiencing erosion, they will

often also look for tools that allow them to achieve higher levels of productivity - a burden
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relying solely on their back, as happens with all self-employed workers (Flemming, 2017).

Investments range from cheap power banks (to ensure their smartphone never runs out of

battery) to sophisticated smartphones or electric bikes (which may cost several hundreds of

euros).

Daniel (M/FT/N-EX/DOC): “Entonces (...) en cuanto podemos nos compramos una

bici eléctrica. Que es mucho mas cara, que es una inversion, (...) pero eso te hace

cansarte mucho menos!”

Additionally, several interviewees reported having invested vast amounts of money in

Individual Protection Equipment to keep themselves safe from COVID-19 infection.

II) Time dedication

The fact that the so called “horas locas” are unlocked by the company in a (apparently)

random way, leads Glovers to spend many otherwise non-working hours connected to the app

trying to “Cazar horas”:

Jesus (M/FT/N-EX/UN-DOC): “En mi caso, (...) yo accedi a noche a las 2, 3 de la

mañana a la plataforma, y ahí empiezo a tratar de seleccionar alguna hora libre

para poder trabajar (...). Para yo trabajar 5 horas, debo estar realmente conectado

a la aplicación por lo menos 10 horas. Osea, 5 horas tratando (...) de cazar las

horas. Y 5 horas en lo que son lo que voy a ejecutar.”

Daniel (M/FT/N-EX/DOC): “Para tu pescar estás compitiendo con todos tus

compañeros, con los demás que quieren trabajar que tambien están ahí actualizando

el horario para en cuanto ven la hora en blanco, abierta. (...) Entonces, hay que

salir a la calle y estar peleando por agarrar una hora, media hora... un rato aquí,

hacer dos pedidos, sentarse en un banco, volver a pescar, seguir otra hora cuando

sea... estás en la calle 10 horas y trabajas 5.”

III) Physical exhaustion

The multi-dimensional competitive nature of Glovo’s work process’ organization induces

workers to push themselves to the limit of their physical capacities for the sake of attaining

better performances. Interviewees reported to have experienced exhaustion at the end of a

workday, something which, in turn, meant the advent of short and mid-term work-related

pernicious circumstances:

Juan (M/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “Si trabajas 10 horas seguidas, cuando vas a comer?

Entonces (...) vas comendo el camino o algo así, porque si la faena esta buena, pues

tienes que aprovecharla!”
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Maria (W/ST/EX/UN-DOC): “De todos lo trabajos que yo ya atendi en mi vida esto

es lo mas pesado (...) Apenas yo empecé a trabajar, el estudio se fue! (...) Yo deje de

estudiar mas o menos dos meses, ahorita estoy pagando las consecuencias de eso.”

IV) Uninformed reasoning

The information asymmetry underlying Glovo’s workprocess design leads workers to attempt

to find ways to explore the possibilities offered by eventual flaws in the algorithm. An

example of this quasi-superstitious behavior is the contrasting actions performed to receive

orders:

Álvaro (M/FT/N-EX/DOC): “yo creo que Glovo, a parte te dar preferencias por el

puntaje, tambien te da preferencias si tu te estas moviendo”;

versus

Eva (W/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “Y lo otro que sí estoy segura, es que si estás más cerca

de la tienda que cualquer otro, sí te cae a ti es porque estás más cerca de la tienda”

Parallel to that, workers find themselves taking potentially harmful decisions arising from

the uncertainty regarding the income they will accomplish to make each workday. Their

reasoning is thus informed primarly by their need to attend as fast as possible to the

ongoing order so they can move on to another one within the time spam they are given -

although, in most cases, they have no clue whether they will actually receive a new order

or not.

José (M/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “(...) Yo me paso muchos semáforos en rojo. Y porque lo

hago? Porque uno está trabajando con las horas que le da Glovo (...) Entonces (...)

uno trata de irse rapido, para hacer mas pedidos así en una hora.”

V) Affective commitment

The importance given to the reviews by third parties also shapes the behavior of the PDW. So,

despite differences, all the interviewees exhibited strategies to please both the sellers and the

clients.

However, two nuances emerge. On the one hand, it might be difficult to keep both parties

pleased, given that the delays of the former (particularly in the case of restaurants) are likely

to irritate the latter - on several occasions interviewees report episodes of Glovers putting

pressure on sellers to sort out the order in quicker fashion (something which is important also

for them to be able to make the most of the hours they have available), and of clients

cancelling orders out of exasperation for having to wait for too long for their order (something

which automatically impacts the Glovers’ score negatively).
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Eva (W/FT/EX/UN-DOC):“Hay mucha persona también que tiene eso [bad

reviews], porque es muy grosero y no se sabe controlar con los clientes, o unos con

los mismos partners porque se molestan con el tiempo de espera... pero... después el

partner te cualifica negativo y te bajan la punctuación.”

On the other hand, rating by clients can be highly arbitrary, which means, beyond objective

criteria related to the act of delivery, workers need to invest their skills to attain good reviews:

Juan (M/FT/EX/UN-DOC): “Siempre me esmerado por tener una buena atención

con las personas. (...) Entonces, quiere decir, una persona que sea una persona que

resuelva, (...) que sea una persona... «Mira, aqui esta tu comida. Disfutala»...

entonces tambien me ha pasado a veces de atender gente que habla ingles y pues

trato tambien de (...) resolverle.”

Self-exploitation: trapped in precarity

Unlike in the disciplinary set-up, navigating in the post-disciplinary framework means that

complying with employers’ guidelines isn’t any longer just mechanically and silently taking

orders; complying requires workers to be at the center of a set of decisions they are expected

to take autonomously.

The locus of exploitation is thus displaced from an outer entity to their inner self, calling upon

the activation of all resources they deem of use to correspond to what they perceive as being

expected from them. Paradoxically, as workers do so, they are not emerging from dependence,

but actually becoming further dependent (bringing overwork, work-family conflict,

equipment erosion, exposure to bad weather, accidents’ risks, etc., to their life), while

simultaneously increasing the surplus accumulated by their employer.

The name for this is self-exploitation. However, this phenomenon is not a sine qua non

condition of the departure from the disciplinary framework, nor - at least in the case of

Glovers (or PDW, generally speaking) - it seems to be a byproduct of a seduction strategy, as

suggested by Han (2017) when broadly speaking of self-exploitation.

On the contrary, as it stands out, PDW find themselves in the “precarity trap” (Fumagalli,

2013): they arrived at that job because they were precarious; they need to fully embrace its

explicit and implicit norms, in order to become and remain competitive; and they can’t leave,

because their exposure to broader forms of social precarity (undocumented status, low

qualifications, etc.) provides no hopes of finding an alternative. That is what drives them in

their self-exploitation, given that “[t]he existence of a large reserve army (...) helps to give all

those in work the sense that they are in no way irreplaceable and that their work, their jobs,

are in some way a privilege, a fragile, threatened privilege.” (Bourdieu, 1998)
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In the end, self-exploitation is much less a choice, than an imposition by the employers onto

workers, proving itself as yet another insecurity-inducing strategy that allows the further

expansion of the latter’s control by the former.

5. Conclusion
The inception of digital platform mediated work has radically shiftshaped the broader

scenario of labor relations. Its surfacing brought along a series of unexpected challenges to all

disciplines focused on the role of Work in human societies.

By diving into the situation of the PDW, the information unveiled and systematically

organized in this paper provides a contribution for the enhancement of a dimension of this

vast field that has been largely unattended: self-exploitation. In order to embrace this

endeavor, a theoretical model that comprehends the incentives and circumstances that form

part of the unfold of self-exploitation advanced.

All things considered, in light of the conclusions extracted from the present research, the

model seems to stand as valid, provided that:

Firstly, working for Glovo demands a high degree of commitment, for the way the work

process is organized - most notably, the very access to having the possibility to actually work

- requires Glovers to observe a great deal of compliance with the company’s priorities in

terms of timetables; failing to do so will displease the algorithm, which, according to some of

the interviewees, will narrow the available hours so much, that the income retrieved will

become unsustainably low. As noted by Briziarelli (2018), platform delivery companies aim

at “make[ing] them [workers] flexible and mobile subjects, so they can meet the requirements

of logistical imperatives of quick and efficient commodities circulation.”. Undoubtedly, the

first pillar of the model - post-disciplinary control mechanisms - is hereby very much visible.

Sequentially, compatibility with other jobs and/or with studies is unlikely: as underlined by

the content of the interviews, Glovers can only have as side activity similarly precarious gigs,

as working for another platform of the sort or punctual and informal jobs; even studying and

working seems to be hard to balance. This renders that working for Glovo is only appealing to

workers whose situation was already marked by high levels of precarity. Predictably, all of

the interviewees reported they had ended up working in Glovo due to their inability to land a

standard wage-earning stable job, either because: i) they were fired from the previous job

(frequently also precarious); ii) they had low education levels (or, in case of documented

migrants, non homologated studies’ certificates), which made their entrance in the job-market

extremely hard; iii) they were undocumented migrants, in which case they worked for Glovo
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through a “rented account”, i.e., by paying someone a monthly fee (normally a percentage of

what they make) to have access to an account. This means, present-day Glovers were already

in a precarious situation when they reached Glovo and working for the company has only

rendered them further precarious - something which confirmed that the second pillar of the

model, precarity, was also observed as decisive driver of self-exploitation.

Thirdly, for Glovers to endure the circumstances provided by their job they have to entail a

series of self-exploitative behaviors and attitudes (work-related: economic investment, time

dedication, physical exhaustion, uninformed reasoning, and affective commitment). It is a

lose-lose scenario: not only workers’ efforts render them more dependent, but the more effort

workers invest in breaking that dependence - by working more or investing more in becoming

more efficient - the more exploited they are, thus completing the self-exploitation cycle. This

seems to stem less from the post-disciplinary framework per se (although, without it, it could

not take place), than from the omnipresence of precarity, which seems to leave few room for

an alternative standing by Glovers, who are disempowered of any real choice.

Theoretical and empirical achievements notwithstanding, a critical reading of this paper’s

conclusions invites further research. It remains to be explored the mechanisms through which

workers incorporate and reproduce some of the decoys in the companies’ discourses (such as

having the possibility to do sports while working or considering themselves as autonomous

workers) and how this facilitates self-exploitative behaviors. Moreover, future research will

benefit from having an ethnographical approach to the topic, as it may allow grasping aspects

which are unlikely to emerge in interviews: inter alia, the consumption of substances to

endure harsh work conditions, intra and inter-company rivalry and/or solidarity among PDW,

exposure to groups trafficking illicit substances who make use of the PDW to avoid police

control. Most likely, this will lead to the refinement of the model hereby advanced.

Parallel to this, the growing interest of policy-makers in the situation of platform workers to

take steps towards the development of a legal framework that can ensure decent work for this

ever-changing field finds a contribution in this paper.

As hereby demonstrated, insofar as questions like the type of employment relation between

the company and the workers (self-employed versus wage-earner) is important, the challenges

posed by algorithmic management should not be underestimated. The algorithms running the

work process of each company should be the target of specific legislation and under

continuous assessment by authorities. Only then, situations of unbearable work rhythm and

outstanding impossibility of work - family balance (among others exposed by this paper) will

be properly addressed, and workers’ right to decent work guaranteed.
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